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ABSTRACT
The growing popularity of the 802.11 standard for building local
wireless networks has generated an extensive literature on the per-
formance modelling of its MAC protocol. However, most of the
available studies focus on the throughput analysis in saturation con-
ditions, while very little has been done on investigating the interac-
tions between the 802.11 MAC protocol and closed-loop transport
protocols such as TCP. This paper addresses this issue by develop-
ing an analytical model to compute the stationary probability dis-
tribution of the number of backlogged nodes in a WLAN in the
presence of persistent TCP-controlled download and upload data
transfers. By embedding the network backlog distribution in the
MAC protocol modelling, we can precisely estimate the through-
put performance of TCP connections. A large set of experiments
conducted in a real network validates the model correctness for a
wide range of configurations. A particular emphasis is devoted to
investigate and explain the TCP fairness characteristics. Our ana-
lytical model and the supporting experimental outcomes demon-
strate that using default settings for the capacity of devices’ output
queues provides a fair allocation of channel bandwidth to the TCP
connections, independently of the number of downstream and up-
stream flows. Furthermore, we show that the TCP total throughput
does not degrade by increasing the number of wireless stations.

Keywords
802.11 MAC protocol, TCP, performance modelling, Markov chain,
traffic measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION
The last years have seen an exceptional growth of the Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) industry, with a substantial increase
in the number of wireless users and applications. This growth was
due, in large part, to the availability of inexpensive and highly in-
teroperable networking solutions based on the IEEE 802.11 stand-
ards [21], and to the growing trend of providing built-in wireless
network cards into mobile computing platforms. Recently, the Wi-
Fi market is experiencing a renewed growth as new standardization
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efforts are carried out [22,35] and new market opportunities are ex-
plored with the deployment of metro-scale 802.11 networks, which
are metropolitan areas with 802.11 coverage providing a cellular-
like connectivity experience [23].

The tremendous increase in the number of wireless users, as well
as the evolution from rudimentary communication services to more
sophisticated and quality-sensitive applications, requires the care-
ful design of mechanisms and policies to improve the network per-
formance at all the layers of the protocol stack, and at the MAC
layer in particular. In general, in order to design mechanisms cap-
able of improving the network capacity and capabilities, such as ef-
ficient schedulers, adaptive resource management techniques, etc.,
it is fundamental to have accurate modelling tools to derive the sys-
tem optimization conditions. In addition, the performance of these
mechanisms are affected at various extents by the nature of the
transport layer protocols adopted to deliver users’ traffics, in par-
ticular for closed-loop protocols such as TCP. Thus, the operations
of the transport layer protocols and their interactions with the MAC
protocol should be integrated in the system modelling.

There is a considerable literature on throughput analysis for 802.11
WLANs, and the main contributions are discussed in a subsequent
section of this paper. However, the majority of these studies con-
centrated on the performance modelling in saturation conditions [5,
11, 24, 31], and are not suitable for analysing feedback-based bi-
directional transport protocols, such as TCP. Indeed, it is ques-
tionable whether saturated and unidirectional traffic models can be
used to analyse feedback-based bidirectional transfers. For TCP
in particular, accurate modelling requires simulating the correla-
tion between transmissions in both directions, i.e., how data and
acknowledgment packets interfere with each other. A few mod-
els [2,12,15] have relaxed the saturation assumption in developing
the throughput analysis. However, these studies assumed unidirec-
tional traffic and adopted synthetic traffic patterns, such as Poisson
processes, to model the arrival rate of packets at the MAC buffer,
which cannot be applied to the TCP modelling. On the other hand,
there is a vast literature specifically focusing on the TCP modelling
(e.g., [1,3,17,28,29] and references herein). However, these models
mainly concentrate on characterizing the TCP evolution, either at
the packet-based level or macroscopic level, such as to evaluate the
TCP data-transfer throughputs in the presence of congestion and
loss events caused by bottlenecked networks and noisy channels.
These models can help to understand the impact of the network
and TCP parameters on the TCP throughput, but they cannot de-
scribe the impact of the TCP flows on the underlying network, and
the MAC protocol in particular. Indeed, the interaction between
TCP and 802.11 MAC protocol is a fundamental point to identify
and explain eventual performance issues.

Keeping in mind the aforementioned limitations, in this paper



we develop a mathematical framework for evaluating the through-
put performance of persistent TCP connections, which can be ap-
plied to both uplink and downlink flows. Our analysis is based on a
Markovian model that is used to compute the stationary probability
distribution of the buffer occupancy of both the AP’s and wireless
stations’ transmission queues. Our model takes into account both
the TCP flow-control algorithm behaviour and the MAC protocol
operations. Once the buffer occupancy distributions are known, it is
straightforward to derive the statistical characterization of the net-
work backlog, i.e., the probability mass function of the number of
active stations in the network. By embedding the network backlog
distribution in the MAC protocol modelling, we are able to pre-
cisely estimate the throughput performance of TCP connections, in-
dependently of the network configuration. While the model valida-
tion in most of the cited papers was conducted through simulations,
in this work we perform a large set of experiments on a real network
to confirm the model correctness. The throughputs measured in the
tests show a very good correspondence with the model predictions.
In the experimentation a particular emphasis has been devoted to
investigate the fairness properties of TCP traffic for a wide variety
of network configurations and parameter settings. From the analyt-
ical results and the supporting experimental outcomes it turns out
that: i) using default settings for the capacity of devices’ output
queues provides a fair allocation of channel bandwidth to the TCP
connections, independently of the number of downstream and up-
stream flows; ii) the interaction between the contention avoidance
part of the 802.11 MAC protocol and the closed-loop nature of TCP
induces a bursty TCP behaviour with the TCP senders (or the TCP
receivers) that could be frequently in idle state, without data (or ac-
knowledgment) packets to transmit, while the access point stores
most of the traffic generated by the TCP connections; and iii) the
total TCP throughput does not degrade by increasing the number of
wireless stations.

The results of this paper provide a new insight into the beha-
viour of wireless networks and an analytic model for the impact of
the 802.11 MAC protocol on the transport layer protocols, and TCP
in particular. The proposed model can be used to estimate the op-
timal protocol operating state, i.e., the state that gives the optimal
performance. The optimal performance should be adopted as a ref-
erence to evaluate any enhancement to the standards. In addition,
our findings can provide useful guidelines for developing more ef-
ficient and fair schedulers for the access point.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines related work and positions our analysis with respect to pre-
vious papers. In Section 3 we present the system model, and we dis-
cuss the modelling assumptions. Section 4 develops the throughput
analysis. In Section 5 we show experimental results to validate the
proposed model. Finally, Section 6 draws concluding remarks and
discusses future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The literature on the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol modelling is con-
siderable, so that it is impossible to provide here a comprehensive
overview of previous contributions. Thus, in the following we re-
view those papers that are most related to our work.

The basic foundations for the performance modelling of the 802.11
MAC protocol can be identified in three papers [5, 11, 31]. In [5],
Bianchi developed a discrete-time Markov chain model to describe
the evolution of the 802.11 backoff process, assuming a constant
and independent collision probability. Calı́ et al. [11] elaborated
a p-persistent variant of the standard 802.11 DCF access method,
assuming a constant and independent per-slot transmission prob-
ability. The persistence factor p was derived from the conten-

tion windows used in the 802.11 DCF, such that the p-persistent
IEEE 802.11 protocol closely approximates the standard protocol.
In [31], Tay et al. adopted a different modelling approach based on
the average value analysis to derive closed-form expressions of the
collision probability. These seminal models have many common-
alities (e.g., the use of renewal theory arguments), and in particular
they require that the system operates in saturated conditions, i.e.,
each station has always a packet to transmit. Several other papers
have built on these popular models, leading to many extensions.
For instance, [13] extends Bianchi’s model integrating the finite
retry-limit operations. Research developed in [6, 16, 38] account
for additional modelling details and more precise definitions of the
backoff process. The model developed in [34] is used to investig-
ate multiple traffic classes, while [20] analyses the QoS extensions
defined in the novel 802.11e standard [22]. Finally, it is worth men-
tioning a recent paper [24] that provides a novel fixed point form-
alization of the Bianchi’s model, simplifying and generalizing that
analysis.

The above-cited models, provided that all nodes are saturated,
are very accurate in evaluating the properties of 802.11-based wire-
less networks. However, the saturation assumption is unlikely to
be valid in more realistic configurations since most of the Internet
traffic is bursty in nature and often operates in an on-off manner.
For these reasons, renewed research efforts have been devoted to
develop analytical tools that relax the restrictions on saturated con-
ditions. Some modelling approaches have extended the Bianchi’s
analysis introducing new states – called post-backoff states – in the
Markov chain describing the backoff process, in order to represent
a node which has transmitted a packet but has none waiting [12,15].
To address the modelling difficulty, the authors in [15] assume that
each station can buffer only one packet, while in [12] the MAC
buffers are modelled using M/G/1 queues. In [2] it is proposed a
model for low-rate sources, because it is assumed that each station
has at most a single packet when starting a new backoff. An altern-
ative approach is proposed in [32], in which each node is modelled
as a discrete-time G/G/1 queue, and the average backoff window
of the saturated system is used as an approximation of the one in
the unsaturated case.

The review of the above-cited papers clearly points out that the
performance analysis of 802.11 wireless networks under finite load
sources is generally based on the use of synthetic traffic patterns,
such as Poisson processes, to model the arrival rate of packets at the
MAC buffer. Although this is a methodology that has been com-
monly used in the performance analysis of computer systems, it
does not appear adequate to evaluate the performance of transport
layer protocols in wireless networks. As a matter of fact, the 802.11
MAC protocol can interact with transport and application layer pro-
tocols, resulting into unexpected behaviours and performance de-
gradations. For these reasons, recently the performance analysis of
the 802.11 MAC protocol has adopted a more pragmatic approach
to study the complex interactions between the various layers of the
protocol stack. In particular, the analysis of TCP performance in
802.11-based networks has gathered a lot of attention. Prelimin-
ary results can be found in [24, 33], but these papers restrict the
analysis to scenarios in which the nodes operate in saturated con-
ditions. More recent contributions [9, 10, 26], have addressed the
problem of accurately modelling the evolution of TCP flows in
802.11 WLANs. In [26], HTTP-like traffic is considered and the
time-varying number of backlogged stations is approximated us-
ing a Bernoulli distribution. An alternative approach based on the
use of discrete-time Markov chains to model the number of active
stations in the networks is proposed in [9, 10], but those studies
elaborate approximate analysis only for TCP receivers’ advertised



windows equal to one MSS. Related to our work, it is also interest-
ing the analysis developed in [29], which investigates TCP unfair-
ness due to AP’s buffer availability. However, in our investigations
we do not observe this cause of unfairness, as discussed in later
sections.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we present the network and node architecture, as
well as the modelling assumptions that are used throughout the ana-
lysis developed in this paper.

3.1 Network and station model
In this study, we consider a typical WLAN in which an access point
(AP) provides access to external networks and Internet-based ser-
vices (e.g., Web transfers, retrieval of multimedia contents, access
to shared data repositories, etc.) to NT wireless stations (in the
following they are also referred to as either hosts or nodes). In this
work we are not concerned with mobility issues as we are interested
in the traffic dynamics of a node that shares the wireless link with
a fixed set of other nodes. We assume that NT wireless stations are
communicating with a server located in the high-speed wired LAN
to which the AP is connected, using TCP-controlled connections.
At any instant of time, each wireless station is involved into a single
upstream or downstream data flow. More precisely, we consider a
configuration in which there are NT

d TCP downstream flows (i.e.,
NT

d stations are the receivers of TCP downlink connections) and
NT

u TCP upstream flows (i.e., NT
u stations are the senders of TCP

uplink connections). For the sake of brevity, henceforth we denote
with ST

u a station behaving as sender for a TCP upstream flow, and
with ST

d a station behaving as receiver for a TCP downstream flow.
Note that both TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets travel
over the wireless channel. The AP forwards the traffic from the
server, either TCP ACK packets to the NT

u senders or TCP data
segments to the NT

d receivers, while the ST
u stations send TCP data

segments to the AP and the ST
d stations reply to the AP with TCP

ACK packets.
To describe the subtle interactions between the IEEE 802.11 MAC

protocol and the TCP protocol it is also useful to illustrate the in-
ternal node architecture, concerning the main protocol layers and
the related buffer spaces. Indeed, the behaviour of the transport
protocols – especially when they implement window-based flow
control algorithms and congestion control techniques, as for the
TCP protocol – is generally dependent on the size of transmit and
receive buffers. Therefore, to get a better understanding of packet
losses and buffer overflows we will briefly describe what happens
when a packet, coming either from the application program or the
network card (NIC), is processed by the station’s operating system.
This understanding will allow us to incorporate in our model the
most relevant events that affect the throughput of a TCP connec-
tion. In addition, it will make easier to describe the parameter set-
tings adopted in the experiments. During the following discussion
we will refer to the diagram shown in Figure 1, which exemplifies
a simplified node architecture. As shown in the figure, the socket
layer provides the application program interface to the communic-
ation subsystem. Thus, a TCP socket is a socket using the TCP
protocol as the communication protocol. Every TCP socket has a
pair of send and receive buffers associated with it, allocated in the
operating system kernel space between the application program and
the network data flow. The socket send buffer is used to store the
application data in the kernel before it is sent to the receiver by the
TCP protocol. The segments stored in the send buffer are actually
sent to the interface output queue – the tx buffer in the figure – only

Application
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write()user process
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IP

Data Link

kernel

application 1
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Figure 1: The station model: protocols and related buffers.

when the TCP sliding window algorithm allows more data to be
sent. On the other hand, data received from the network is stored
in the socket receive buffer, from where the application can read
it at its own pace. This buffer allows TCP sockets to receive and
process data independently of the upper application. As the applic-
ation reads data, buffer space is made available to accept more input
from the network. It is important to note that each TCP socket has
its own buffers, but when the data goes through the TCP/IP stack
it is put in a single transmission queue, which is directly attached
to the NIC. Similarly, incoming packets are put by the NIC in a
backlog queue – the rx buffer in the figure – from which they are
processed through the TCP/IP stack and put in the correct socket re-
ceive buffer. Thus, the packet losses can occur locally in the node
at the different layers and queues. Since the memory space alloc-
ated to these buffers is variable, the sizes of all these queues have a
significant influence on the performance obtained by the data flows.
To correctly describe the behaviour of transport protocols it is fun-
damental to understand when and where the buffer overflows occur.
In the following section we will thoroughly elaborate on the mod-
elling assumptions concerning the buffer capacities, while in Sec-
tion 5.1 we will discuss in more depth the default queue settings
usually adopted in current operating systems.

As motivated by our previous observations, the system behaviour
can be modelled using a network of queues. The MAC protocol
determines the order the queues (i.e., the nodes) are served and the
related service time, which is the time a frame spends in the MAC
layer from the instant of leaving the transmission buffer until its
successful transmission. It is intuitive that frames may have differ-
ent service times depending on the number of non-empty queues
in the network. Indeed, as discussed in the introduction, in real
802.11 networks the saturated queues assumption is unlikely to be
valid and several factors affect the average number of non-empty
queues. One of these factors is the traffic arrival pattern, since most
real traffic has variable demanded transmission rates with signific-
ant idle periods. In addition, the complex interaction between the
upper layer protocols and the MAC protocol also plays a crucial
role in determining the state of transmission buffers.

In the following section we discuss the modelling assumptions
we have adopted during the analysis to make the problem mathem-
atically tractable.

3.2 Modelling assumptions
In our analysis we made the following assumptions regarding the
system.

A.1: We assume that the wireless channel is the bottlenecked link
of the system. Thus, the TCP streams are limited by the rates
they obtain in the WLAN. This assumption practically holds
when considering typical network installations, since most



wired LANs are based on 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps switched Eth-
ernets.

A.2: We assume an ideal wireless channel that does not cause
packet losses due to bit errors.

A.3: We consider only long-lived TCP connections having an in-
finite amount of data to send. This means that our analysis
is concerned with large file transfers, such as documents or
archived streaming media (e.g., from peer-to-peer-file-sharing
programs).

A.4: We assume that in each wireless device the memory space al-
located to the interface transmission and receive queues (i.e.,
the tx and rx queues in Figure 1) is large enough to avoid buf-
fer overflows. This assumption effectively holds if the sum
of the maximum TCP windows of all the connections travers-
ing a node is less than its output queue capacity. The default
values of TCP socket buffer sizes differ widely between im-
plementations. However, with 20 TCP connections and con-
sidering typical default TCP windows, this would require a
buffer of no more than a thousand packets at the AP, which
is reasonable for current operating systems.

A.5: We assume that the application program at the receiver reads
data from the socket receive buffer at the rate it is received
form the network. Thus, the TCP ACK packets announce an
advertised window equal to the total size of the TCP receive
socket buffer.

A.6: The retransmission timeouts at each TCP transmitter are large
enough to avoid timeouts. This assumption is commonly ad-
opted in high-speed local networks, which are characterized
by short Round Trip Times (RTTs) [28].

A.7: We assume that the delayed ACK mechanism is disabled.
This implies that each TCP data segment is separately ac-
knowledged with an immediate ACK.

Basing on the above-stated assumptions, we derive the following
key observations. First of all, assumptions A.6, A.2 and A.4 imply
that each TCP connection, after an initial transient phase, reaches
a stationary regime in which the TCP window is maximal. Owing
to assumption A.5, the upper bound for the TCP window is fixed
and equal to the socket-receive buffer size. Therefore, each TCP
stream is characterized by a fixed number of packets (the TCP win-
dow size), which are travelling in the network. In other words, in
the steady-state condition a series of TCP data segments (in the for-
ward direction) and TCP ACK packets (in the reverse direction) are
constantly in transit from the AP to the hosts and vice versa. This
observation will play a crucial role in elaborating our analysis, as
clearly explained in the next section. Finally, from assumption A.1
it follows that each TCP data segment (TCP ACK packet) gener-
ated by TCP transmitters (receivers) is stored in the output queues
of one of the wireless devices. Practically, this means that the AP
can be considered as the end-point of the TCP connections.

Before developing the analysis, it is worth pointing out that many
of these modelling assumptions are adopted in previous work [10,
24, 26] on modelling TCP connections in WLANs.

4. PERFORMANCE MODELLING OF TCP-
CONTROLLED DATA TRANSFERS

The analysis is based on a Markov renewal-reward approach [19].
Following the footprints of [11], our key approximation is to as-
sume a p-persistent variant of the 802.11 MAC protocol, in which
the transmission probability in a randomly chosen slot time is in-
dependent from the number of frame retransmissions. However, in

contrast to [11], this transmission probability p is not fixed, but it
varies depending on the number of competing stations, i.e., the sta-
tions with non-empty transmissions queues. In the subsequent sec-
tions, we introduce the renewal cycles adopted during the analysis,
and we develop the analytical tools needed to derive the stochastic
relation between the transmission probability p and the number
of TCP concurrent connections. Another fundamental observation
relates to the methodology we used in the analysis. Whereas pre-
vious work has modelled the MAC buffers as independent queues
(either M/G/1 or G/G/1 queues), in our analysis we use aggreg-
ate stochastic processes whenever it is possible. As it will be ex-
plained in the following, we elaborate our model to describe the
evolution of the total number of TCP data segments and TCP ACK
packets in the system. This information is sufficient to estimate the
probability distribution of the number of backlogged stations in the
network, and to discern between active TCP transmitters and active
TCP receivers.

To ease the development of our model the analysis is divided into
two distinct parts. First of all, we obtain the stationary probability
πx,y of observing x active TCP senders and y active TCP receivers
in the wireless network (a closed-form expression of the πx,y prob-
ability is presented in Section 4.1). Then, we exploit this informa-
tion to express the throughput performance of TCP-controlled data
transfers.

4.1 Network backlog analysis
Let us consider a fixed number NT

u of TCP-controlled upload con-
nections from the ST

u stations to the AP, and a fixed number NT
d of

TCP-controlled download connections from the AP to the ST
d sta-

tions, with NT = NT
u +NT

d . We observe the status of the i-th TCP
connection, i∈ (1,NT ), at a given time instant t. Let X i

tcp(t) be
the stochastic process representing the number of TCP data seg-
ments written by the TCP socket send buffer into the TCP sender’s
output queue, but not yet transmitted. Similarly, let X i

ack(t) be the
stochastic process representing the number of TCP ACK packets
written by the TCP receiver in the station’s output queue, but not
yet transmitted to the related TCP sender. In this study we adopt
the same discrete time scale as in [11]: t and t+1 correspond to
the completion of two consecutive successful transmissions on the
wireless channel. Let W denote the memory space allocated by
the operating system to the TCP socket receive buffer, expressed in
terms of MSS. Therefore, the maximum offered window advertised
by the TCP receivers will be equal to W . Under the assumptions
listed in Section 3.2, it holds that:

∀t , X i
tcp(t)+X i

ack(t) = W, i = 1, . . . ,NT . (1)

It is worth pointing out that the TCP traffic is elastic because the
TCP sending rate is regulated through a window-based flow con-
trol protocol that avoids continuous packet transmissions. In par-
ticular, two mechanisms – the flow control and the congestion con-
trol – are employed by the TCP to limit the transmission rate at
the source [30]. Flow control determines the rate at which data is
transmitted between senders and receivers, such as to avoid that the
sender transmits more packets than the receiver can process. Con-
gestion control defines the methods for implicitly interpreting sig-
nals from the network (e.g., received TCP acknowledgment pack-
ets or timer expirations) in order to adjust the sender’s transmis-
sion rate. According to these mechanisms, wireless stations that
are the receivers of TCP sessions will have feedback traffic (i.e.,
TCP acknowledgment packets counted by the X i

ack(t) process) to
transmit to the AP depending on the number of TCP data pack-
ets they receive from the AP. Similarly, wireless stations that are
the senders of TCP sessions will have TCP data packets (counted



by the X i
tcp(t) process) to transmit depending on the pace of TCP

acknowledgment packets received from the AP. It is evident that
complex interactions regulate the joint evolution of the X i

tcp(t) and
X i

ack(t) processes.
Let us consider the aggregate stochastic processes Xtcp(t)=∑

NT

i=1 X i
tcp(t)

and Xack(t)=∑
NT

i=1 X i
ack(t). The first step in our analysis is the mod-

elling of the bidimensional process {Xtcp(t),Xack(t)}, i.e., the de-
rivation of the probability distribution functions of the number of
TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets stored in the wireless
network. To ease the development of the analysis we will reformu-
late this modelling problem into a stochastically equivalent prob-
lem. To this end, let Ytcp(t) be the total number of TCP data seg-
ments that are stored in the output queues of all the ST

u stations, and
Yack(t) the total number of TCP ACK packets stored in the output
queues of all the ST

d stations. Furthermore, let Ztcp(t) and Zack(t)
be the total number of TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets
that are stored in the AP’s transmission queue, respectively. From
equation (1), it follows that:

Ytcp(t)+Zack(t) = mu , (2a)
Ztcp(t)+Yack(t) = md , (2b)

where mu = NT
u ∗W and md = NT

d ∗W , with m = mu+md . Con-
sidering the definition of the Xtcp(t) and Xack(t) processes, we can
write:

Xtcp(t) = Ytcp(t)+Ztcp(t) (3a)
Xack(t) = Yack(t)+Zack(t) . (3b)

From the set of equations (2) and (3), it follows that modelling
the bidimensional process {Xtcp(t),Xack(t)} is equivalent to mod-
elling the bidimensional process {Ytcp(t),Yack(t)}. In other words,
to compute the probability distribution functions of the number of
TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets in all the output queues
of the wireless network, it is sufficient to compute these probability
distributions only for the output queues of the ST

u and ST
d stations.

Our aim is to compute the probability bi, j that in steady-state
conditions there are i TCP data segments in the ST

u stations’ trans-
mission queues and j TCP ACK packets in the ST

d stations’ trans-
mission queues. This probability can be formally defined as fol-
lows:

bi, j = lim
t→∞

Pr{Ytcp(t) = i,Yack(t) = j} , i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (0,md) .

(4)
For the sake of brevity, in the following we adopt the short notation
Yi, j to denote the system state such that {Ytcp(t) = i,Yack(t) = j}.
To cope with the model complexity, our key approximation is to
assume that, for each transmission attempt, and regardless of the
number of retransmissions suffered, the station transmission prob-
ability is a fixed value pk, where k is the number of backlogged
stations in the network. Later in this section we will describe how
to express the number k of backlogged stations when the network
is in state Yi, j. To compute the sequence of the pk values, for k ∈
(1,NT +1), we use the iterative algorithm firstly proposed in [11] to
estimate the per-slot transmission probability p in a network with k
backlogged nodes. In a real 802.11, a station transmission probab-
ility depends on the history of channel accesses, however we will
show through experimentations and simulations that our approxim-
ation still provides accurate estimates of the system behaviour.

Once the p-persistence is assumed for the MAC protocol opera-
tions, it is possible to model the bidimensional process {Ytcp(t),Yack(t)}
with the discrete time Markov chain depicted in Figure 2. To com-
pute the transition probabilities of this Markov chain, it is useful

to introduce some auxiliary probabilities. In particular, let us ana-
lyse what happens when there is a successful transmission on the
channel and the network is in state Yi, j. One possibility is that the
AP has performed this successful transmission. In this case, let αD

i, j
(αA

i, j) be the probability that the AP delivered a TCP data segment
(TCP ACK packet) stored in its transmission queue. On the other
hand, it is possible that one of the wireless stations carried out this
successful transmission. Consequently, let βD

i, j (βA
i, j) be the prob-

ability that an ST
u (ST

d ) station successfully transmitted a TCP data
segment (TCP ACK packet) stored in its transmission queue. To
express these four probabilities we must know the number of act-
ive ST

u and ST
d stations when the system is in state Yi, j. To this end,

we assume that the TCP data segments and the TCP ACK stored
in the stations’ transmission buffers are uniformly distributed over
the stations’ output queues. Note that this is a worst-case assump-
tion, because it maximizes the number of active stations induced
by the packet backlog. For clarity, we indicate with nu

i the number
of backlogged ST

u stations when Ytcp(t)= i; and with nd
j the num-

ber of backlogged ST
d stations when Yack(t)= j. From the previous

assumptions, it follows that nu
i =min(i,NT

u ) and nd
j =min( j,NT

d ).
Furthermore, let na

i, j be an indicator function that has value 1 when
the AP has a not-empty transmission queue, and 0 otherwise. It is
intuitive to note that na

i, j = 0 only in the system state correspond-
ing to (i = mu, j = md). Finally, exploiting standard probabilistic
arguments, for i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (0,md) we readily obtain that:

α
D
i, j =

na
i, j

na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j
· md− j
m−i− j

α
A
i, j =

na
i, j

na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j
· mu−i
m−i− j

(5a)

β
D
i, j =

nu
i

na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j

β
A
i, j =

nd
j

na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j

. (5b)

For instance, let us consider the first formula in (5a). The first
term of the product accounts for the probability that the successful
transmission is carried out by the AP. The second term expresses
the probability that the AP delivers a TCP data segment. In fact, in
the state Yi, j, the AP stores in its output queue (md− j) TCP data
segments and (mu−i) TCP ACK packets. The remaining formulas
in the set (5) are derived using similar reasoning. By means of
the set of probabilities given in formulas (5), ad adopting the short
notation Pr{Ytcp(t +1) = i1,Yack(t +1) = j1|Ytcp(t) = i0,Yack(t) =
j0} = P{i1, j1|i0, j0}, we are able to express the not null one-step
transition probabilities of the Markov chain depicted in Figure 2 as
follows:

P{i+1, j|i, j}= αA
i, j if i ∈ (0,mu−1), j ∈ (0,md)

P{i−1, j|i, j}= βD
i, j if i ∈ (1,mu), j ∈ (0,md)

P{i, j +1|i, j}= αD
i, j if i ∈ (0,mu), j ∈ (0,md−1)

P{i, j−1|i, j}= βA
i, j if i ∈ (0,mu), j ∈ (1,md)

. (6)

The first equation in (6) expresses the probability that after a suc-
cessful transmission the number of TCP data segments stored in the
ST

u stations’ transmission buffers increases by one. This event oc-
curs when the AP delivers a TCP ACK packet to one of the ST

u sta-
tions. In fact, when the TCP sender receives from the TCP receiver
an acknowledgement for previously sent data, it moves the usable
window – that is how much data the TCP sender can send immedi-
ately – to the right, allowing one more data segment to be sent from
the socket send buffer to the output queue. A similar reasoning ap-
plies to the third equation in (6), which expresses the probability
that after a successful transmission the number of TCP ACK pack-
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Figure 2: General Markov model of the {Ytcp(t),Yack(t)} process.

ets stored in the ST
d stations’ transmission buffers increases by one.

This transition happens when the AP delivers a TCP data segment
to one of the ST

d stations. In fact, owing to the assumption A.7, each
TCP data segment is immediately acknowledged. The derivation of
the remaining two equations in (6) is intuitive. In particular, as con-
sidered in the second case, each successful transmission of a ST

u sta-
tion reduces by one the total number of TCP data segments stored
in the ST

u stations’ output queues. Finally, the forth case models
what happens when an ST

d station successfully delivers a TCP ACK
packets. When this event occurs, the total number of TCP ACK
packets stored in the ST

d stations’ output queues decreases by one.
Note that after each successful transmission performed by a wire-
less station the number of either TCP data segments or TCP ACK
packets stored in the AP’s output queue changes. However, this
change in the AP’s buffer occupancy is implicitly taken into ac-
count through the relationships (2).

Using the transition probabilities expressed in formulas (6), and
showed in the Markov chain depicted in Figure 2, we can derive the
relationships between the state probabilities and solve the Markov
chain. Specifically, by writing the flow balance equation at the gen-
eric state Yi, j of this Markov chain, we obtain:

bi, j = bi−1, j ·P{i, j|i−1, j}+bi+1, j ·P{i, j|i+1, j}
+bi, j−1 ·P{i, j|i, j−1}+bi, j+1 ·P{i, j|i, j+1} .

(7)

By means of the flow balance equations (7) we can write a system
of linear equations, which solution is the stationary distribution of
the Markov chain depicted in Figure 2. This solution is uniquely
determined by the normalization condition on the bi, j probabilit-
ies, i.e., 1 = ∑

mu
i=0 ∑

md
j=0 bi, j. Concerning the computational com-

plexity of solving this linear system, we can observe that the num-
ber of states, i.e., unknown variables, in the Markov chain used to
model the system behaviour is equal to l = NT

u ·NT
d ·W 2. It is in-

tuitive to note that when there are several TCP connections using
large socket receive buffers, we shall solve a large-scale linear sys-
tem. Therefore, it is fundamental to use optimized functions for

solving our linear problem. To this end, it can be observed that
in the Markov chain depicted in Figure 2 the only possible one-
step transitions from a generic state are towards its adjacent states.
As a consequence, the number on non-zero elements in the mat-
rix that describes the linear system resulting from equation (7) is
upper bounded by 5l. For these reasons, we used the UMFPACK
set of routines [14], which support optimized functions for solving
system of linear equations in the form of Ax = b, when A is sparse
and not symmetric. By exploiting these specialized algorithms, we
have significantly limited the numerical complexity of the model,
and even large-scale systems can be solved in a few seconds on a
computer with a Pentium III processor at 2 GHz and 1 GB of RAM.

Once the bi, j probabilities are known, we can easily derive sev-
eral useful probability distributions describing the system status. In
particular, let Z be the total number of frames buffered in the AP’s
transmission queue after a generic successful transmission, and let
qa

z be the stationary probability mass function of the AP’s buffer oc-
cupancy. Therefore, qa

z can be computed as Pr{Z = z}. Given that
after a successful transmission the network is in state Yi, j, the AP
stores in its output queue (md− j) TCP data segments and (mu−i)
TCP ACK packets. Thus, if follows that {Z|Yi, j} = m−i− j. By
exploiting this observation, the qa

z expression ca be reformulated
as:

qa
z =

mu

∑
i=0

md

∑
j=0

Pr{Z = z|Yi, j} ·bi, j =
min(mu,z)

∑
i=0

m−i−z

∑
j=0

(m−i− j) ·bi, j .

(8)
In addition, we can readily compute the probability πx,y of ob-
serving x active TCP senders and y active TCP receivers at the time
instant corresponding to the completion of a successful transmis-
sion. Owing to the definition of the bi, j steady-state probability, it



immediately follows that:

πx,y = bx,y if x < NT
u ,y < NT

d

πx,y =
mu

∑
i=NT

u

bi,y if x = NT
u ,y < NT

d

πx,y =
md

∑
j=NT

d

bx, j if x < NT
u ,y = NT

d

πx,y =
mu

∑
i=NT

u

md

∑
j=NT

d

bi, j if x = NT
u ,y = NT

d

(9)

Finally, we can derive the probability distribution of the network
backlog. Let K be the number of nodes, including the AP, with
non-empty transmission queues after a successful transmission on
the channel. Similarly, let K̂ be the number of nodes, not includ-
ing the AP, with non-empty transmission queues after a success-
ful transmission on the channel. Let us denote with ak (âk) the
stationary probability mass function of the K (K̂) random vari-
able. Therefore, ak can be computed as Pr{K = k}, while âk is
Pr{K̂ = k}. By definition, when the network is in state Yi, j it holds
that {K|Yi, j} = na

i, j + nu
i + nd

j and {K̂|Yi, j} = nu
i + nd

j . Let Ωk be

the set of {i, j} values such that {K = k|Yi, j} and Ω̂k be the set of
{i, j} values such that {K̂ = k|Yi, j}. From standard probabilistic
arguments, it follows that:

ak = ∑
i, j∈Ωk

[na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j ] ·bi, j , (10a)

âk = ∑
i, j∈Ω̂k

[nu
i +nd

j ] ·bi, j , (10b)

Owing to previous results, we readily obtain that E[K] = ∑
NT+1
k=1 k ·

ak and E[K̂] = ∑
NT

k=0 k · âk, where E[K] and E[K̂] denote the aver-
age number of backlogged nodes after a successful transmission,
including or not including the AP, respectively.

By embedding the bi, j distribution in the MAC protocol model-
ling, we can now develop the throughput analysis.

4.2 Throughput analysis
Let ρ the overall system throughput measured at the transport layer,
defined as the average number of TCP payload bits successfully
transmitted per unit time. To compute ρ let us analyse what can
happen between two successful transmissions, that is the time scale
used in the derivation of the bi, j probability distribution. Here-
after, we indicate this time interval as virtual transmission time
Tv. Furthermore, let us indicate with Tv(i, j) a virtual transmis-
sion time that begins with the system in state Yi, j. By exploiting the
p-persistent assumption and renewal theoretical arguments, it is in-
tuitive to note that the MAC protocol behaviour regenerates at the
epochs corresponding to the beginning of a Tv(0,0) interval. In fact,
in the state Y0,0 all the wireless stations have empty transmission
queues, and the AP is the only active node in the network. From the
properties of regenerative process, it follows that the time interval
between two consecutive regeneration epochs – in our case the be-
ginnings of two consecutive Tv(0,0) periods – is a renewal time for
the stochastic process describing the sequence of successful trans-
missions on the channel. Let E[Trenewal ] be the average duration of
this renewal time. From the renewal-reward theory, we obtain that
the ρ value is given by E[Prenewal ]/E[Trenewal ], where E[Prenewal ] is
the average number of TCP payload bits successfully transmitted
during the average renewal period. The following Lemma refor-
mulates the ρ expression, such as to make easier its mathematical
derivation.

LEMMA 1. Let E[Pv] the average number of TCP payload bits
transmitted during the average virtual time E[Tv]. By assuming the
p-persistence for the MAC protocol behaviour, it holds that:

ρ =
E[Pv]
E[Tv]

. (11)

PROOF. Let us consider the original definition of the ρ value,
that is ρ = E[Prenewal ]/E[Trenewal ]. Let Ω be the number of suc-
cessful transmissions occurring during a generic renewal period.
Considering the sequence of Ω virtual times forming this renewal
period, we denote with T j

v the j-th virtual time in this sequence,
j ∈ (1,Ω), and with P j

v the number of TCP payload bits trans-
mitted during the T j

v interval. Thus, it follows that E[Trenewal ] =
E[∑Ω

j=1 T j
v ] and E[Prenewal ]=E[∑Ω

j=1 P j
v ]. Let us indicate with Ωi, j,

the number of Tv(i, j) periods among the Ω virtual transmission
times forming the Trenewal . Once independence is assumed between
the virtual times, the ρ expression can be rewritten as:

ρ=

E

[
Ω

∑
j=1

P j
v

]

E

[
mu

∑
i=0

md

∑
j=0

Ωi, j

∑
k=1

T k
v (i, j)

] =
E[Ω] ·E[Pv]

mu

∑
i=0

md

∑
j=0

E[Ω(i, j)] ·E[Tv(i, j)]
. (12)

The ratio E[Ω(i, j)]/E[Ω] expresses the probability of being in state
Yi,i after the completion of a successful transmission, that is the bi, j
probability by definition. By noting that E[Tv] = ∑

mu
i=0 ∑

md
j=0 bi, j ·

E[Tv(i, j)], equation (11) immediately follows from equation (12),
and this concludes the proof.

By inspecting formula (12), we observe that the throughput ana-
lysis can be divided in two distinct phases. Firstly, we have to com-
pute the bi, j distribution, and this has been done in the previous
section. Then, we have to compute the average duration of a virtual
time given that the network is in state Yi, j, i.e., E[Tv(i, j)]. Before
developing the analytical derivation of the E[Tv(i, j)] expression, it
is useful to introduce some notations adopted during the following
analysis:

• E[R]i, j (also E[R(i, j)]) is the expectation of the random vari-
able R conditioning the network to be in state Yi, j .

• 1AP is an indicator function that has value 1 when the chan-
nel is busy and the AP is transmitting, while is 0 when the
channel is busy but the AP is not transmitting.

• SIFS, DIFS, EIFS, and SLOT are the interframe spaces and
the slot time used in the 802.11b MAC protocol [4], respect-
ively; while tB, tHMAC , and tACK are the time needed to trans-
mit a byte, the MAC header, and the MAC acknowledgment
frame at the data rate r, respectively. Finally, tHPHY is the
duration of the physical preamble.

To derive the E[Tv(i, j)] expression we consider the channel events
occurring during the virtual time. In particular, we can observe that
before a successful transmission, collisions and idle periods may
occur. An idle period is a time interval in which the transmission
medium remains idle due to the backoff process. The key approx-
imation in our model is that the probability, say pk, that a station
transmits in a randomly chosen slot time during the Tv(i, j) period
is constant. The k subscript indicates the number of backlogged
stations that are active during the Tv(i, j) period. Note that in the
previous section we have shown that ki, j = na

i, j +nu
i +nd

j (see also
the na

i, j, nu
i , and nd

j definitions in equations (5)). For brevity, we will



omit the subscripts (i, j) in the k parameter. As stated previously,
to compute the sequence of the pk values, for k ∈ (1,NT +1), we
use the iterative algorithm firstly proposed in [11] to estimate the
per-slot transmission probability in a network with k backlogged
nodes.

Following the footprints of [11], the average duration of the vir-
tual time can be written as:

E[Tv(i, j)] = E[Nc]i, j ·E[TC]i, j +{E[Nc]i, j +1} ·E[TI ]i, j +E[TS]i, j ,
(13)

where E[TC]i, j, E[TS]i, j and E[TI ]i, j are the average durations, in-
cluding MAC protocol overheads, of collisions, successful trans-
missions and idle periods in a virtual transmission time, respect-
ively; and E[Nc]i, j is the average number of collisions in a virtual
time. The derivation of these unknown quantities is based on the
same probabilistic arguments used in [5] and [11]. For reducing
the notational complexity we define two auxiliary variables, say
OVS and OVC, which account for the protocol overheads introduced
with the Basic Access method [4] during a successful transmission
and a collision, respectively. Let tH = tHMAC + tHPHY be the total
duration of the frame header transmission, and τ be the propaga-
tion delay. Considering the packet structure and the MAC protocol
operations, it follows that:{

OVS = 2τ+SIFS +DIFS + tACK + tH + tB ·H1

OVC = τ+EIFS + tH + tB ·H1 ,
(14)

where H1 is the sum of the IP and TCP header sizes, expressed in
terms of bytes.

As derived in [11], for a p-persistent MAC protocol it can be
written that:

E[TI ]i, j =
(1− pk)k

1− (1− pk)k ·SLOT , (15)

E[Nc]i, j =
1− (1− pk)k

kpk(1−pk)k−1 −1 . (16)

Furthermore, considering the Basic Access method, we obtain that:

E[TS]i, j = OVS +E[PS]i, j · tB/8 (17a)
E[TC]i, j = OVC +E[PC]i, j · tB/8 , (17b)

where E[PS]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered
with a successful transmission, while E[PC]i, j is the average pay-
load length of the longest packet involved in a collision event. Fi-
nally, to compute the ρ value we have to derive closed-form ex-
pressions for the E[PS]i, j and E[PC]i, j quantities. It is intuitive to
note that these unknown quantities depend on the probability dis-
tribution of packet sizes. In this study we assume that TCP data
segments have a fixed-size data content equal to lT bits. On the
other hand, since the considered TCP connections send informa-
tion only in one direction, the TCP ACK packets have no useful
payload. Considering that only the TCP senders generate packets
with not null payloads, we can write that:

E[PS]i, j = E[PA
S ]i, j ·Pr{SuccA|S}i, j +E[PU

S ]i, j ·Pr{SuccU |S}i, j ,
(18)

where E[PA
S ]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered

with an AP’s successful transmission, and E[PU
S ]i, j is the average

number of TCP payload bits delivered with an ST
u station’s suc-

cessful transmission; while Pr{SuccA|S}i, j and Pr{SuccU |S}i, j are
the probabilities that observing a successful transmission, this is an
AP’s successful transmission or an ST

u station’s successful trans-
mission, respectively. Owing to previous assumptions, it follows
that E[PU

S ]i, j = lT . On the other hand, to compute E[PA
S ]i, j, we

have to consider how TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets
are distributed in the AP’s transmission queue. In particular, when
the network is in state Yi, j, the AP stores (mu−i) TCP ACK packets
and (md− j) TCP data segments. Hence, we readily obtain that:

E[PA
S ]i, j = lT ·

md − j
m− i− j

. (19)

To compute the Pr{SuccA|S}i, j and Pr{SuccU |S}i, j probabilities
we rely on the same probabilistic arguments used to derive the set
of expressions in (5). In particular, by noting that when the network
is in state Yi, j there are (na

i, j+nu
i +nd

j ) backlogged nodes, we have
that:

Pr{SuccA|}i, j =
na

i, j

na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j

= α
D
i, j +α

A
i, j (20a)

Pr{SuccU |S}i, j =
nu

i

na
i, j +nu

i +nd
j

= β
D
i, j . (20b)

Note that we are now also able to express the E[Pv] value introduced
in equation (11), by exploiting (18) and the stationary probability
distribution bi, j. Specifically, by taking the conditional expectation
of E[Pv] given that the network is in state Yi, j, E[Pv] can be com-
puted as ∑

mu
i=0 ∑

md
j=0 bi, j ·E[PS]i, j. Finally, the last unknown term

needed to compute the average virtual time E[Tv]i, j is the E[PC]i, j
expression (17b), that is the average length of the longest packet
payload involved in a collision event. The derivation of the E[PC]i, j
is quite lengthy and it is reported in Appendix A.

We are now able to calculate the throughput expression (11)
by noting that E[Tv] = ∑

mu
i=0 ∑

md
j=0 bi, j · E[Tv(i, j)]. However, the

throughput measure provided by (11) is an aggregate measure, whe-
reas an important merit figure during the evaluation of the sys-
tem performance will be the fairness in the TCP throughput ratio
between the upstream and downstream flows. For this reason, it is
useful to rewrite the ρ expression in an alternative form:

ρ = ρ
U +ρ

D , (21)

where ρU is the average number of TCP payload bits successfully
transmitted per unit time by the ST

u stations, and ρD is the average
number of TCP payload bits successfully received per unit time
by the ST

d stations. Considering Lemma 1, it is intuitive to recog-
nize that ρU = E[PU

v ]/E[Tv], in which E[PU
v ] is the contribution

to E[Pv] due to the TCP payload bits transmitted by the ST
u sta-

tions during the average virtual time E[Tv]. From equation (18) it
follows that E[PU

v ] = ∑
mu
i=0 ∑

md
j=0 bi, j ·E[PU

S ]i, j ·Pr{SuccU |S}i, j. In
a similar manner, we can calculate ρD as the ratio E[PD

v ]/E[Tv],
in which E[PD

v ] is the contribution to E[Pv] due to the TCP pay-
load bits received by the ST

d stations during the average virtual
time E[Tv]. Again, from equation (18) it follows that E[PD

v ] =
∑

mu
i=0 ∑

md
j=0 bi, j ·E[PA

S ]i, j ·Pr{SuccA|S}i, j.

4.2.1 Considerations on the network backlog distribution
In this section we further elaborate on the properties of the net-
work backlog distribution, as defined in formulas (10). In particu-
lar, we will show numerical results demonstrating the two follow-
ing counter-intuitive observations: i) the network backlog is upper
bounded to less than two stations on average; and ii) both the TCP
receivers’ advertised window sizes and the number of active TCP
flows have a negligible impact on the network backlog. Note that
these findings our in contrast with the behaviour of a saturated net-
work. Indeed, it is well recognized that in saturated systems the
network backlog increases by increasing the network population.



To validate our network backlog analysis we used simulations
because it was not possible to monitor the driver transmission buf-
fers in our equipments. The simulation environment is a custom-
ized tool we already adopted in our prior work [9, 10]. The para-
meter setting is compliant with the IEEE 802.11 DSSS physical
layer, and the MAC layer configuration is summarized in Table 1.
Concerning the TCP protocol we implemented the TCP Reno ver-
sion [30]. The configuration of the interface buffers is also detailed
in Table 1. Note that the selected capacity of the devices’ output
queues is large enough to ensure that no buffer overflows occur.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that in Section 5 we will validate
our throughput analysis in a realistic network rather than via simu-
lations.

Table 1: Simulation setup.
MAC configuration
Data rate(r) 11 Mbps tHPHY 192 µsec
CWmin 32 tslot CWmin 1024 tslot
SIFS 10 µsec tslot 20 µsec
DIFS 50 µsec EIFS 364 µsec
TCP/IP Parameters
tx queue 1000 MTUs rx queue 1000 MTUs
H1 52 bytes lT 1448 bytes

Table 2: Comparison of model predictions and observed net-
work backlogs

W NT
u NT

d
E[K̂] E[K]

analysis simulation analysis simulation
1 1 1 1.00 0.92889 1.75 1.69146
1 1 2 1.30 1.17601 2.20 2.09607
1 1 5 1.49693 1.31688 2.4954 2.31605
1 1 10 1.50 1.31875 2.50 2.31875

32 1 1 1.25385 1.15385 2.25385 2.15385
32 1 2 1.39081 1.20785 2.39081 2.20785
32 1 5 1.53156 1.25558 2.52835 2.25558
32 1 10 1.50877 1.24792 2.50877 2.24792
1 2 1 1.30 1.17535 2.20 2.09562
1 5 1 1.49693 1.31627 2.4954 2.31545
1 10 1 1.50 1.31937 2.50 2.31937

32 2 1 1.39081 1.20723 2.39081 2.20723
32 5 1 1.48578 1.25685 2.48578 2.25685
32 10 1 1.49599 1.27096 2.49599 2.27096
1 2 2 1.4375 1.27527 2.40625 2.25424
1 5 5 1.50 1.31923 2.50 2.31923
1 10 10 1.50 1.31858 2.50 2.31858

32 2 2 1.45096 1.22676 2.45096 2.22676
32 5 5 1.49992 1.25388 2.49992 2.25388
32 10 10 1.50 1.24762 2.50 2.24762

The results reported in Table 2 compare the average number of
backlogged stations measured through discrete-event simulations
with the predictions of our model, as given by formula (10a) and (10b),
for a wide range of TCP advertised window sizes and network con-
figurations. Due to the space restrictions we will show only results
related to small TCP advertised windows (W = 1 MSS) and large
TCP advertised windows (W = 32 MSS), but similar behaviours
have been observed in all the other cases. From the analytical out-
comes, we can note that the proposed model slightly overestimates
the average network backlog. This is an expected result since we

developed a worst-case analysis of the network backlog. In fact,
we assumed that the frames stored in the wireless network are uni-
formly distributed over the devices’ transmissions queues, and this
assumption maximizes the number of active stations induced by the
packet backlog. However, this approximate description of the net-
work backlog is sufficiently accurate to precisely estimate the TCP
data-transfer throughputs, as we will show in Section 5.2.
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Figure 3: Probability mass function of the AP’s buffer occu-
pancy: comparison of model predictions and simulations.

To better understand the results reported in Table 2, it is useful to
investigate more in depth the AP’s behaviour, in particular concern-
ing its buffer status. To this end in Figures 3 we show the stationary
probability mass function qa

z of the AP’s buffer occupancy – given
by formula (8) – for some of the cases considered in the table above.
The first observation we derive from the plotted curves is that there
is a fairly good correspondence between the model predictions and
the simulation results, which further confirms the validity of our
modelling approach. In addition, we can note that it is highly prob-
able that the AP’s buffer stores almost all the frames generated by
the TCP connections, and only a few frames are stored on average
in the wireless stations’ buffers. The reason is that the AP con-
tends with N uplink CSMA instances. Thus, the frames are drained
form the AP’s buffer at a lower pace than from the wireless sta-
tions’ queues, so that the AP’s buffer rapidly fills up. However, the
wireless stations have new frames to transmit only when the AP
delivers new TCP data segments or TCP ACK packets. Thus, the
closed-loop control implemented by the TCP protocol implicitly
limits the network backlog.

5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF ANA-
LYTICAL RESULTS

To verify the accuracy of our analytical study, we conducted a
series of performance tests on a real 802.11b WLAN consisting
of one portable PC acting as an access point and eight portable PCs
acting as wireless clients. Note that we did not use a commercial
base station, but a computer instrumented as an access point to have
full access to all the implementation details of the protocol stack,
which are typically not made public by manufacturers.

It is evident that several factors can impact the experimental res-
ults and some of them are impossible to be isolated or controlled.
For instance, wireless link interference affecting the area where



the test-bed is located can have a relevant effect on the measured
throughput performance. Therefore, to limit the occurrence of ex-
ternal interference we carried out our tests in an area of our institute
not covered by other wireless networks. Furthermore, to verify our
modelling hypothesis it is necessary to measure the impact of vary-
ing system parameters concerning the TCP configuration, the buf-
fer sizes, etc. For these reasons, we decided to use a Linux kernel
as operating system, such as to have access to the operating-system
source code and to the implementation details of the various proto-
cols.

In the following, first of all we detail the characteristics of our
test-bed setup. After that, we compare the experimental outcomes
with the analytical results obtained in Section 4. Steady-state per-
formance figures have been estimated by replicating five times each
test. The following graphs report both the averages and the 95%
confidence intervals of the experimental results. Note that the con-
fidence intervals are very tight (≤ 1 percent), and are not appre-
ciable from the plots.

5.1 Experimental setup
Our test-beds consisted of nine IBM R50 ThinkPad laptops equipped
with an Intel Pro-Wireless 2200 wireless card. All nodes, includ-
ing the AP, use a Linux 2.6.12 kernel. All the tests are performed
setting each wireless interface such as to work in IEEE 802.11b
mode, transmitting at the maximal rate of 11 Mbps, with RTS/CTS
disabled and using the long physical preamble. To generate the
TCP traffic during the experiments we used the iperf tool [27].
To configure the experimental settings in accordance to our ana-
lysis, we exploit the /proc virtual file system that provides power-
ful instruments to configure several parameters of a generic TCP
socket. Concerning the configuration of the interface buffers, we
use the same values reported in Table 1. It is worth pointing out
that the Linux kernel in version 2.6 and later defaults the capa-
city of each output-queue to 1000 packets. In addition, the Linux
kernel in version 2.6 and later implements: i) the BIC TCP conges-
tion control algorithm, ii) the receive buffer size auto-tuning, and
iii) the Selective Acknowledgements (SACK) optimizations as they
are defined in RFC 2883. Since our analysis takes into account the
basic TCP flow-control algorithm, these additional features have
been disabled. Finally, we have patched the TCP implementation
to disable also the TCP delayed ack mechanism.

5.2 Performance evaluation
If not otherwise specified, the packet size is constant in all the ex-
periments and the transport layer payload is equal to 1448 bytes.
The header at the IP layer is 20 bytes long, while the header at the
TCP layer is 32 bytes long, because the header contained the op-
tional timestamp field. This corresponds to generate MTU-sized
IP packets. In the following we will show results obtained using
W = 16 MSS. We have also carried out tests investigating the im-
pact of the size of the TCP receiver’s advertised window and we
obtained similar results that are not reported here for space limita-
tions.

In Section 4.2.1 we demonstrated using simulations, that our
model is capable of precisely describing the network behaviour
from the perspective of the network backlog distribution. The fol-
lowing experimental results validate the correctness of our model to
compute the TCP data transfer throughput in a large variety of net-
work configurations. To this end, the curves plotted in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 compare the throughput performance measured during the
experiments with the model predictions for different mix of TCP
downstream and upstream flows. More precisely, Figure 4 shows
the throughput of downlink connections, while Figure 5 shows the

throughput of TCP uplink connections. From the graphs, we can
note that our model provides a very good correspondence between
the analysis and the measured throughputs in all the considered
configurations. The results plotted in Figures 4 and 5 also indicate
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Figure 4: Comparison of model predictions with measured ρD.
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Figure 5: Comparison of model predictions with measured ρU .

that the TCP flows fairly share the 802.11 channel bandwidth, irre-
spective of the number of wireless stations that are TCP receivers
or TCP senders. In addition, the aggregate TCP throughput is al-
most constant and independent of the number of open TCP flows.
The reason is that the interactions between the MAC protocol and
the TCP flow control algorithm limit the average network conten-
tion level to a few stations. Consequently, the impact of collisions
on the throughput performance is negligible and independent of the
number of wireless stations in the WLAN. This is in contrast with
the typical behaviour of a saturated network, in which the collision
probability increases by increasing the number of wireless stations.
These findings further reinforce our claim that the accurate model-
ling of TCP in 802.11-based WLANs cannot be carried out using
saturation analysis.

5.2.1 Considerations on TCP fairness
Recently, the TCP fairness in 802.11-based WLANs has been stud-
ied by several researchers and a variety of issues have been poin-



ted out [7, 8, 18, 25, 29, 36, 37]. However, most of the perform-
ance problems revealed by these studies are rooted in the location-
dependent channel capacity and errors that may characterize the
wireless environment [37]. In [18] the authors observe that slow
hosts may considerably limit the throughput of other hosts roughly
to the level of the lower rate. In [8] it is shown that there is un-
fairness between long-lived and short-lived TCP flows because the
short-lived TCP flows are more susceptible to losses and channel
unavailability during the early stages of the TCP window growth.
Unfairness between uplink and downlink TCP flows in 802.11 WLANs
is observed in [7,25,29], but different causes are identified. In par-
ticular, these studies identify the cause of TCP unfairness in the
buffer size availability at the AP. To the best of authors’ knowledge
the only analytical explanation of the TCP unfairness arising due to
AP’s buffer size availability is discussed in [29]. Possible solutions
to alleviate these unfairness conditions have been also proposed.
For instance, the authors in [29] propose a solution that is based
on TCP receiver window manipulation at the AP, while the authors
in [7,25] propose solutions based on contention window adaptation.

In our experiments we did not observe the TCP unfairness out-
lined in the above-cited papers, because we concentrated our in-
vestigations on different and, in some cases, more realistic network
scenarios. First of all, we performed our tests in a wirelesses envir-
onment characterized by stable and homogeneous channel condi-
tions. Thus, we did not observe asymmetry in the packet transmis-
sion rates of the different wireless stations. In addition, the packet
losses are very infrequent. Hence, the congestion window growth is
not hindered and the TCP timeouts are rare. Finally, the sizes of in-
terface and driver queues are not artificially set to small values, but
the default values are used. For instance, in the experiments con-
ducted in [25] the driver buffer sizes are set to 10 packets. Simil-
arly, simulations carried out in [29] show unfairness only for buffer
capacities lower than 100 packets. On the contrary, in our exper-
imental setup we used the system default values for the interface
output queues, i.e., 1000 packets. Both our analytical and experi-
mental results demonstrate that when there are not buffer overflows
at the AP’s output queue, the TCP flows fairly share the available
channel bandwidth.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the throughput performance of per-
sistent TCP-controlled download and upload data transfers in typ-
ical 802.11-based WLAN installations through analysis, simula-
tions and experimentation. Based on a large set of experiments
conducted in a real network, we found that: i) using default settings
for the capacity of devices’ output queues provides a fair through-
put ratio between upload and download connections; and ii) the
total TCP throughput does not degrade when increasing the num-
ber of wireless stations. To explain the observed TCP behaviours
we developed an analytical model of the interactions between the
MAC protocol and the TCP flow control algorithm. The developed
analysis is used to derive the network backlog distribution and to
characterize the buffers’ occupancy in the presence of persistent
TCP upload and download connections. By embedding the net-
work backlog distribution in the MAC protocol modelling we were
able to precisely describe the TCP evolution and to accurately eval-
uate the TCP throughput performance. Our analytical results show
that the interaction between the contention avoidance part of the
802.11 MAC protocol and the closed-loop nature of TCP induces a
bursty TCP behaviour with the TCP senders (or the TCP receivers)
that could be frequently in idle state, without data (or acknowledg-
ment) packets to transmit, while the access point stores most of the
traffic generated by the TCP connections. As a consequence, the

TCP traffic generates a very low contention in the WLAN.
The results of this paper provide a useful insight in the behaviour

of TCP data flows in 802.11-based WLANs. In addition, our pro-
posed model could be the analytical basis for optimizing the net-
work capacity and improving the system capabilities. To this end
we are currently exploring several possible extensions/enhancements
of our modelling framework, some of which are:

• Presence of short-lived TCP connections: Today, several TCP
sessions in Internet deliver a quite limited amount of data
(e.g., the web pages carried over HTTP traffic). For short-
lived TCP flows a relevant performance index is not only
the obtained throughput, but also the mean delay required
to complete a session. Our model could be extended to take
into account realistic distributions of the TCP session dur-
ations, for instance following the modelling approach pro-
posed in [26].

• Interaction between TCP and UDP: TCP traffic is elastic be-
cause it adapts its sending rate to the available link band-
width. However, other transport protocols, such as UDP, are
non-responsive because they do not reduce their sending rate
in response to congestion events. As a consequence, non-
responsive connections easily take advantage over TCP con-
nections. The extension of our analysis to model the com-
petition between responsive TCP flows and non-responsive
UDP flows is part of an ongoing activity.

• Providing higher priority to AP’s transmissions: A common
idea to improve the 802.11 MAC protocol efficiency is to as-
sign a higher priority to the AP when accessing the channel.
This modification of the MAC protocol could reduce the pro-
tocol overheads, as well as make possible the implementation
of more advanced traffic schedulers at the AP. We believe that
our proposed model can easily provide the analytical basis to
design optimized resource allocation strategies. For instance,
our model can be used to compute at run-time the share of
channel time to provide to the AP in order to maximize the
total network capacity, or to implement user-level fairness.
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APPENDIX
A. DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION (17b)
In this appendix we derive the E[PC]i, j expression as defined in for-
mula (17b) by assuming that each collided packet is an independent
random variable P. Note that we analyse the most general case, in
which we assume general probability cumulative functions F(·) for
the discrete random variables describing the packet’s payload sizes,
and at the end we derive the particular cases as considered in Sec-
tion 4.2. More precisely, given that the network is in state Yi, j, let
us denote with:

• Pa the payload length of an AP’s transmission, and let Fa
i, j(l)=

Pr{Pa ≤ l}i, j;

• Pu the payload length of an ST
u station’s transmission, and let

Fu
i, j(l) = Pr{Pu ≤ l}i, j;

• Pd the payload length of an ST
d station’s transmission, and let

Fd
i, j(l) = Pr{Pd ≤ l}i, j.

For brevity, we will omit the subscripts (i, j) in the probability func-
tions. Note that Pa, Pu and Pd are discrete random variables be-
cause the payload lengths can take only integer values upper bon-
ded by the MTU size. Let Pmax be the maximum payload size for
the IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol.

By taking the conditional expectation of E[PC]i, j on the number
nc of colliding packets, E[PC]i, j can be rewritten as follows

E[PC]i, j =
k

∑
h=1

E[PC|nc = h]i, j ·Pr{nc = h|Coll}i, j , (A.1)

where

Pr{nc = h|Coll}i, j =

(k
h
)

ph
k(1− pk)k−h

1− (1− pk)k − kpk(1− pk)k−1 . (A.2)

The E[PC|nc = h]i, j expression ca be expanded as:

E[PC|nc = h]i, j =
Pmax

∑
l=0

l ·Pr{PC = l|nc = h} , (A.3)

where Pr{PC = l|nc = h}i, j = Pr{max(Pi,P2, . . . ,Ph) = l}i, j, i.e.,
it is the probability that the maximum payload size among the h
colliding frames is equal to l bits. To compute this probability it is
useful to distinguish between collisions that involve or not involve
the AP. Let Pr{1A = 1|nc = h}i, j be the probability that among the
h colliding stations there is the AP, and let Pr{1A = 0|nc = h}i, j be
the probability that among the h colliding stations there is not the
AP. Then, Pr{PC = l|nc = h}i, j writes as follows:

Pr{PC = l|nc = h}i, j =
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 1}i, j ·Pr{1A = 1|nc = h}i, j+
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 0}i, j ·Pr{1A = 0|nc = h}i, j .

(A.4)

To compute the probability that the AP is (is not) transmitting,
given that h stations are colliding, we have to count how many
ways exist to select h colliding nodes among the k active nodes
in the different cases. Standard probabilistic arguments yield to:

Pr{1A = 1|nc = h}i, j =

(k−1
h−1

)(k
h
) , Pr{1A = 0|nc = h}i, j =

(k−1
h

)(k
h
) .

(A.5)
To derive the remaining unknown quantities in (A.4) it is useful to
introduce two additional auxiliary variables, say nu

c and nd
c , which

are the number of ST
u and ST

d stations participating in the collision
event, respectively. For the sake of notation brevity let us denote

with A(h,s) = {nc = h,nu
c = s,nd

c = h− s− 1,1A = 1} a collision
event involving the AP, a number s of ST

u stations and a number
(h−s−1) of ST

d stations; and with B(h,s) = {nc = h,1A = 1} a
generic collision event involving h packets and including the AP.
By noting that the probability cumulative function of the length of
the longest packet payload involved in a collision with h nodes is
the product of the probability cumulative functions of the colliding
packet’s payload sizes [11], it follows that:

Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 1}i, j =
min(h,nu

i )

∑
s=0

Pr{PC = l|A(h,s)}i, j ·Pr{A(h,s)|B(h,s)}i, j =

min(h,nu
i )

∑
s=0

{∆(l)−∆(l−1)} ·

(nu
i
s
)( nd

j
h−s−1

)(k−1
h−1

) ,

(A.6)

where ∆(l) = Fa(l)[Fu(l)]s[Fd(l)]h−s−1.
Similarly, by denoting with A′(h,s) = {nc = h,nu

c = s,nd
c = h−

s−1,1A =0} a collision event not including the AP, and involving
a number s of ST

u stations and a number (h−s) of ST
d stations; and

with B′(h,s) = {nc =h,1A =1} a generic collision event involving
h packets and not including the AP, we can write that:

Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 0}i, j =
min(h,nu

i )

∑
s=0

Pr{PC = l|A′(h,s)}i, j ·Pr{A′(h,s)|B′(h,s)}i, j =

min(h,nu
i )

∑
s=0

{
∆
′(l)−∆

′(l−1)
}
·

(nu
i
s
)( nd

j
h−s

)(k−1
h

) ,

(A.7)

where ∆′(l) = [Fu(l)]s[Fd(l)]h−s.
By substituting (A.6), (A.7) in equation (A.4) we finally obtain

E[PC|nc = h]i, j.
In this study we assume that TCP data segments have a fixed-size

data content equal to lT bits and that the TCP ACK packets have no
useful payload. Owing to these assumptions, it easy to recognize
that Fd(l) = u[l] and Fu(l) = u[l − lT ], where u[l] is the unit step
function of the discrete random variable l, i.e., u[l] = 1 for l ≥ 0,
and zero otherwise. Considering that the AP stores in its output
queue (md− j) TCP data segments and (mu−i) TCP ACK packets
given that the network is in the state Yi, j, it also follows that

Fa
i, j(l) =


0 l < 0

mu−i
m−i− j 0 ≤ l < lT

1 l ≥ lT

. (A.8)

By means of the specific relations for the F(·) functions in the con-
sidered case study, we can compute the E[PC]i, j value as defined
in (17b).
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